
W
hen you think of wall 

panelling, you may experience 

flashbacks of eras gone  
by when dark timber,  

drab interiors and a host of other hideous 
trends best left to the pages of history  
reigned supreme. Thankfully, modern wall 
panelling is nothing like these scary flashbacks, 
with today’s styles only limited by your 
imagination. The hottest looks emerging  
in 2022 are timeless options that provide 

stylish layers of texture, turning a bland  
new build or older home renovation into  
a stylish masterpiece.

VJ Wall Panelling
Australians can’t get enough of VJ wall 
panelling. Cover existing damaged walls or 
use it in place of plaster for walls and ceilings 
in new builds. This option looks great with a 
variety of interior styles, including Hamptons-, 
coastal- and country-style homes.

variety of circumstances. Wainscoting panels 
were originally used to provide insulation, to 
protect walls from damage and to disguise 
rising damp from the moisture in the floor. In 
its contemporary form, wainscoting panels are 
predominantly an ornamental wall feature that 
adds extraordinary style, character and value 
to your interior. There are many wainscoting 
style choices to suit any look and budget. Most 
commonly, wainscoting comprises frames and 
panels that usually cover the lower third of the 
wall and are topped with a chair rail. You can 
also frame and panel above the chair rail for a 
full-wall-height effect, or even double frame 

CaVetto Wall
This latest addition to the Intrim Mouldings 
lining board range is the contemporary yet 
coastal variant of the Intrim Cavetto Wall LB43. 
With large scalloped concaves, it makes the 
ideal feature wall for a statement entrance by 
adding a layer of texture that can be painted to 
achieve your vision.

WainsCoting
From creating a stunning Hamptons home 
to adding substance to a modern or more 
traditional Edwardian, Georgian or French-
style home, wainscoting can be used in a 

for a more intricate design. The construction 
of the panels — either raised or recessed — is 
another aspect to consider. The selection of the 
inlay mould, skirting board and chair rail timber 
moulding size and shape allow the creation of 
unique looks to suit any style of home.

Flat-Panel WainsCoting
Flat-panel wainscoting produces clean lines 
and a stunning Shaker aesthetic. Achieved by 
applying a sheet of MDF to the wall with timber 
wall battens, like the Intrim WB01 wall battens 
that can be arranged vertically or horizontally, 
the results are streamlined and spectacular. 

Board & Batten WainsCoting
Another option for Shaker-style spaces is  
to apply the Intrim WB01 wall batten directly  
to the wall. Cover the full height of the wall  
or stick to the lower third of the wall with 
a chair rail incorporated. You can even get 
creative and produce modern patterns and 
geometrical shapes.

BeadBoard WainsCoting
This coastal style is achieved where narrow 
vertical boards are run and topped with a  
chair rail. A modern take on this uses large 
sheets such as Intrim VJ Board Pro 100  
capped with a dado rail.

For more information on wall panelling styles, 
or to order samples, visit the Intrim Mouldings 
website where you can request a free design 
consultation. HD intrimmouldings.com.au
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Intrim Board & Batten Wainscoting

Intrim Raised Frame & Panel Wainscoting

Intrim Cavetto® Wall

Intrim VJ Board Pro

Intrim VJ Board ProIntrim Flat Panel Wainscoting


